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Before Installation:
    DO NOT attach this seat belt to a seat assembly, it should be attached only to the metal areas of the vehicle's body
such as floor pan. Try the best to position the holes in a reinforced metal location.
   Check carefully and thoroughly for any kind of interference from brake lines, wiring, exhaust systems or any other
mechanical devices before drilling any holes. Examine the floor pan for rust and corrosion, reinforce the metal area
around the holes before installing the hardware.

Installation Procedures:
1. Mount the Hardware to its Proper Location:
  * If the vehicle is equipped with pre-threaded holes in the floor to the side or behind the seats for seat belt installation, 
    attach the angle brackets to these holes as shown in Fig.2-A. Use the mounting bolts included in the package or you
    may need to get new bolts with proper size from hardware shop to fit in the existing holes.
  * If the vehicle is not equipped with any holes, slide the front seat back as far as possible, position the holes about 2"
    to the rear of the back edge of the seat and about 14" to 20" apart (see Fig.1-A). Cut out a cross mark on the mat (if
    any); drill the holes through the floor pan; attach the angle brackets to the floor as shown in Fig.2-B. Be sure to mount
    the reinforce washer and lock washer on the underside of the floor metal, tighten the mounting bolt & nut while align
    the angle bracket to its desired direction.
  * For the rear bench, take off the cushion part of the bench, mount the angle brackets behind the back of the bench as
    shown in Fig.1-B.
  * If the location(s) shown in Fig.1 is too weak or it's not suitable for drilling, move around and find an area nearby with
    reinforced metal to mount the angle bracket(s).
2. Tighten the Webbing to the Angle Bracket:
  * Refer to Fig.3, place a holding ring at the inner side of the angle bracket, run the open end of the webbing through the
    opening on both the bracket and the ring, adjust the web belt to the preferred length (leave a minimum 2" length at the
    open end of the webbing), pull hardly at the buckle end to tighten the belt to the angle bracket.
  * The total length of the seat belt is 90" from the factory, it might be too long for your purpose, you may cut the webbing
     to the length you need: DO NOT cut the webbing at the buckle end, cut it at the open end and seal the cutting edge
     by melt the webbing with a heat gun or lighter to prevent it from fraying.
3. Enjoy the New Seat Belt:
  * Fasten the seat belt by clipping two parts of the buckle together, pull the web tab on the male side to adjust the seat
     belt to a comfortable length. Release the seat belt by pressing the red button on the female side of the buckle.

After Installation:
    The seat belt needs to be checked periodically for both the webbing and the metal parts to insure the safety.
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